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Abstract 
We define the unrestricted modified edit distance based on the modified edit distance defined 
by Galil and Giancarlo (1989) where the cost of substring deletions and insertions are context- 
sensitive and the cost of character substitutions are context-free. The modified edit distance is 
the minimum cost of converting a string X to a string Y where the sequence of edit operations 
has the property that all substring deletions precede all character substitutions and all charac- 
ter substitutions precede all substring insertions. Note that the modified edit distance does not 
satisfy the triangle inequality. We show that the problem of finding the unrestricted modified 
edit distance which is the minimum cost over all edit sequences (without these constraints) of 
converting X to Y is undecidable. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is motivated by problems arising in molecular biology in which it is 
useful to quantify the similarity of two protein strings. Examples of such measures are 
the minimum mutation distance between two protein sequences, first advanced by Fitch 
[l], and the longest common subsequence and its dynamic programming solution, first 
used by Needleman and Wunsch [5]. The ideas of Fitch and Needleman and Wunsch 
were made mathematically rigorous by Sellers [7]. Independent of Sellers, Wagner and 
Fischer [9] arrived at the same dynamic programming solution to the edit distance 
problem. Waterman et al. [lo] generalized the treatment of gap weights to include 
gaps of more than one sequence element in length. This generalization was first shown 
to be useful in geology by Smith and Waterman [8] and subsequently shown to be 
useful in molecular biology by Fitch and Smith [3]. Galil and Giancarlo [4] fkther 
generalized the treatment of gap weights to be context-sensitive in the modified edit 
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distance. Galil and Giancarlo define the following three types of edit operations which 
can be used to convert a string X to a string Y: 
l A substring xixi+i . . .xj can be deleted from X =x1x2 . . .x,,, at a cost of fi(xi-l,xi)+ 
f2(xj,Xj+i)+3(j_i+l) where l<ibj<m. 
l A character x in X can be changed to a character y at a cost of s(x, y). 
l A substring yiyz . . . y,, can be inserted into X between xi and g+i at a cost of 
fl(~~,yl>+f~(y~,ni+l)+g’(n) where ldidm- 1. 
Note that the cost of substring deletions and insertions is context-sensitive and the 
cost of character substitutions is context-free. The cost of all operations is defined 
bythefunctions:h:C2-+R, g:I+~R,~:C’jR,J;!:C~--,Randg’:I~--,R,where 
i E { 1,2}, R is the set of nonnegative reals and I + is the set of positive integers. The 
cost of an edit sequence is the total cost of all its operations. 
Galil and Giancarlo define the modified edit distance from X to Y to be the minimum 
cost over all edit sequences that convert X to Y where substrings are deleted from X 
first, then characters in Y are substituted for characters in X, and finally substrings 
from Y are inserted into X. They use a simple recurrence relation to determine the 
modified edit distance from X to Y in polynomial time. As with the edit distance 
problem, a slight change in the definition of the modified edit distance can remove 
it from the class of problems solvable in polynomial time. We show that obtaining 
the minimum cost over all edit sequences without restricting the order of operations, 
the unrestricted modljied edit distance (UMED), is undecidable. We prove this by 
showing that a problem of Thue proved to be undecidable by Post [6] can be reduced 
to the UMED. 
Thue’s problem is specified in Section 2. Section 3 shows that Thue’s problem can 
be reduced to the UMED, establishing that the UMED is undecidable. Finally, a related 
open problem is given in Section 4. 
2. Thue’s problem 
Post defines Thue’s problem as follows. A Thue system is T = (CT, P), where CT 
is a finite alphabet and P is a set of n pairs of strings over zr. We have 
where Ai,j E ZF for all I< i <2 and 1 <j < n. Two strings ~1, /I E C; are said to be 
similar in T if /I can be obtained from CI by replacing a substring A1.j (or A2,j) of a 
by its corresponding A2,j (or respectively Al,j) in P. Clearly, if c1 and /I are similar 
in T, B and CI are also similar in T. Finally, c1 and /I are said to be equivalent in T if 
there is a finite sequence yi, ~2,. . , ym E ZF such that a = yi, ym = j-i and yi is similar 
to yi+i for all 1 <i <m - 1. Thue’s problem is to decide, given two strings c1 and fl 
over zr, whether or not CI and /? are equivalent in T. In [6] Post proved that Thue’s 
problem is undecidable. 
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3. The reduction 
Let T = (CT, P) be a Thue system. The reduction consists of constructing cost ftmc- 
tions J;,f/, g, g’ and s that simulate T. Since in our construction, all insertions are 
reversible (i.e. fi = f/, g = g’ and s(x, y) = s(y,x), where X, y E C), we only describe 
,fi and g. Now, let CC, fl E CF. Our construction will be such that if cx and p are equiv- 
alent in T, the UMED between the two strings ca$ and c/3$ will be zero. Otherwise, 
the UMED between $a$ and c/?$ will be positive. The characters c and $ are not in 
CT and are used to simulate the replacement of a suffix or prefix of u. 
The overall strategy of the construction is to use zero cost context-senstive insertions 
and deletions to “pack” a substring Ai,j into a supercharacter epresenting Ai,j, a zero 
cost context-free substitution to replace a supercharacter epresenting Ai., (or Az,~) by a 
supercharacter epresenting its corresponding A2,j (or respectively Al,j) in P, and zero 
cost context-sensitive insertions and deletions to unpack a supercharacter epresenting 
A,, j. In the description of the construction, we will fix i and j and describe how to pack 
A,,, into the supercharacter epresenting Ai,j and how to unpack the supercharacter back 
to Ai,i. The construction is presented in phases. In phase 1, we describe the operations 
which allow for intermediate characters representing substrings of length 1 + 1 to be 
inserted in between intermediate characters representing substrings of length 1. Then we 
present the operations which allow for intermediate characters representing the length I 
substrings to be deleted in between intermediate characters representing the length if 1 
substrings. Let m denote the length of Ai,j. Let Ai,j = ala2 . . a,,,. Each supercharacter 
representing a substring of Ai,j is subscripted with “Ai,j” to indicate that it belongs to 
that substring. We will use characters A and p to delimit the packing and unpacking of 
Ai,j. Thus A provides the left context for zero cost deletions of intermediate characters 
representing prefixes of Ai,j. Similarly for p and suffixes of Ai.,. 
Let f,(c, A) = f2(A, al) = g(1) = 0, where c E CT U {cl}. These definitions allow the 
character 1. to be inserted at zero cost between a character in Cr U {e} and the first 
character in Ai,j. Let fi(a,,p) =fz(~,d)=O, where d E CT U {$}. These definitions 
allow the character p to be inserted at zero cost between the last character in A,,, 
and a character in CT U {$}. Let ~~(~~,[U~,U~+IIA,,,)=~~([U~,U~+IIA,,,,U~+I)=~, for 
1 <k <m - 1. These definitions allow the intermediate character representing a pair of 
adjacent characters in Ai,j to be inserted at zero cost between those two characters. Let 
fl(A [AallA,, I= f2(VAlA,,,, ai ) = 0. These definitions allow the intermediate charac- 
ter representing 3, and the first character in Ai,j to be inserted at zero cost between those 
two characters. Let fi (a,, [a,, p]~,,, ) = &([a,, p]~,, , , p) = 0. These definitions allow the 
intermediate character representing the last character in A,,, and p to be inserted at zero 
cost between those two characters. Let fi([ak_~, ak]~,,,, Uk) = f2(Uk, [Uk, Uk+l]A,,, ) = 0 
for all 2 <k <m - 1. These definitions allow a character ak in Ai,j to be deleted at 
zero cost from between two intermediate characters. The intermediate character to the 
left represents the pair of adjacent characters in A,,, ending with ak and the inter- 
mediate character to the right represents the pair of adjacent characters in A,,, begin- 
ning with ak. Let fi([&ai]~,,,, ai) = fz(al, [al,a&,) = 0. These definitions allow the 
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first character in Ai,j to be deleted at zero cost from between the intermediate character 
representing 1 and the first character in Ai,j and the intermediate character representing 
the first two characters in Ai,j. Let f~([a,_l,a,&,,,a~) = f~(a,, [u,,P]A,,,) = 0. These 
definitions allow the last character in Ai,j to be deleted at zero cost from between the 
intermediate character representing the last two characters in Ai,j and the intermediate 
character representing the last character in Ai,i and p. Now, let U, W E ZF. All of these 
definitions allow for the following zero cost transformations: 
@Ualaz~~~a,W$, 
I 
QUAal [al,~21~,,,a2[~2,u31~,,, . . . [~m-1,4.4,,~m~W$, 
For each 1 E {2,3,. . . , m - 1) we have the following: 
.fl([ak,ak+l,..., @+11A,,,, [&k,Qf+1,. . . Af+h,,, 1 
=.L2([%&+1,..., @+11,4,,, kk+l, akf2,. . . ,ak+llA,,,) = 0 
for all kE{1,2,..., m - 1). These definitions allow an intermediate character repre- 
senting 1 + 1 consecutive characters in Ai,j to be inserted at zero cost between the 
intermediate character representing the first I of those characters and the intermediate 
character representing the last I of those characters. For all I E {2,3,. . . , m} we have 
the following: 
which allow the intermediate character [A, al, ~2,. . . ,a[]~,,, to be inserted at zero cost 
in between [/Z,al,a2,. . . ,a[-l]~,,, to the left and [ul,u2,.. . ,ul]~,,, to the right. For all 
1 E {2,3,..., m} we also have 
fl([4n-l+l~~m-l+2~~~~ ~&nlA,,,, ~a~-~+l~am-l+2~~~~~~~~PIA,,,~ 
=f2~~~m-_[+l,~m--1+2~...,~m~~~A,,,,~~m--1+2,~m-l+3r~~~~~m~~~A,,,~=~ 
which allow the intermediate character [a,_[+~, a,,_l+2,. . . , a,,,, p]~,, to be inserted at 
zero cost between [a,_l+l, a,,+.-1+2,.  . , a,,,]~,,, and [a,,--1+2, a,+-1+3,. . . , a,,,, p],+, . Now to 
delete the intermediate characters of length I, we have 
= f2(bk+l,ak+2,. . . ,ak+l]A,,,, [ak+l,ak+2,. .,ak+l+llA,,) = o 
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for all Z~{2,3 ,..., m - 2) and kE{1,2 ,..., m - 1 - I}. These definitions allow an 
intermediate character representing 1 consecutive characters in A,J to be deleted at 
zero cost from between two intermediate characters. The intermediate character to the 
left represents the I + 1 consecutive characters in Ai,j ending with those 1 characters 
and the intermediate character to the right represents the It 1 consecutive characters 
in Ai,j beginning with those 1 characters. For all 1 E {2,3,. . , m} we have 
f”l(~>[~,~l,~2,~.~, ~r-1lA,,,~=f2~~~~~l~~2,~~~,~l-llA,,,~~~~~~l~~2r~~‘~~~IA,,,~=~~ 
and for all 1 E {2,3, . . . , m - 1) we have 
fl([4al,a2,... ,~rlA,.,,[~l,~z,...,~llA,,,> 
=h([a,az,..., ~llA,.,,[~l,~2,...,~r+llA,,,)=0. 
Thus, we can delete at zero cost the [A, al, ~2,. . . , al_ ,]A,,, between the Ib on the left and 
the [4a1,~2,. . .,4~,, on the right, and we can drop at zero cost the [al, ~2,. . . , UL]A, I
between the [L, al, ~2,. . , a[]~,,, on the left and the [ur,u2,. . ,ul+l]~,,, on the right. For 
all l~{2,3,...,m} we have 
fl([U*-1+1,U,-1+2,..., G?l, PIA,,, 2 [G?--l-t27 &i-1+3> 9 %I, PIA,, / 1 
=f2([~,-l+2,~m-_[+3,~..,~m,P1A,,,P)=O, 
and for all lE{2,3,...,m- l} we have 
Thus, we can delete at zero cost the [u,,_1+2, um_1+3,. , a,, p]~,,, between the 
[~,-r+l,~,-1+2,...,~,,PIA,,, on the left and the p on the right, and we can drop at 
zero cost the [u,,_r+r, um_-1+2,. . . , a&,,, between the [a,-[, a,-/+I, . . . ,a,,&,,, on the 
left and the [a,-l+l, am--1+2,. . , a,, PIA,, , on the right. All of these definitions allow 
for the following zero cost transformations for each I= 2,3,. . . , m - 1: 
aU4Aa,,az,. . . ,~l--llA,,,[~l,~2,~~ ‘AlA,.,b2>~3,~~~ >fQ+L4,,, . 
[&?I- 1+1,~,-1+2,...,~m]A,.,[~,-~+2,~,-r+3,...,~,,plA~,,p~$ 
1 
@W4@,az,. . . >4.4,,,[~1,~2,. . ,4+11,4,,[~2,Q3,. “,~/i-ZlA,., ‘. 
[%-r, G-[+l, ‘~.,~mlA,,[~~-l+l,~,-l+2,.‘.~~,,PIA,,P~$. 
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For m 32 after all m stages have been applied the string will look like cU1[& at, 
~2,...,~ml~,,,[~~,~2,...,~,l~,,[~l,~2,...,~,,pl~,,~~$. For ma2 we have 
fi([~,~l,~2,...,~mlA,,,,[~l,~2,...,~,lA,,,) 
=f2(~~l,~2,.~.,~mlA,,,,~~l,~2,...~~,,PIA,,,)=O 
which will allow for the [ur,u2,. . . ,a&,, character to be deleted at zero cost between 
the [A, ~1, ~2,. . . ,4A,,, character on the left and the [al, ~2,. . . , a,, p]~,,, character on 
the right. Finally, we have 
fl(~~,~l~~2,...~~rnlA~,,,~~,~l~~2~...~~,,PIA,,,) 
= f2(~~,~l,~2,...,~,,PIA,,,,~~l,~2,...,~mrPIA,,,)=O 
which allow for the supercharacter [/Z,ul,u2,. . . ,um,pIA,,, to be inserted at zero cost 
between [R,ul,u2,. . .,a,,,]~,,, on the left and [ur,u2,. . . ,u,,p]~,,, on the right, and for 
ma1 we have 
Thus, we can delete at zero cost the [A, ut,u2,. . . ,a&,,, between the 1 on the left 
and the [A, ~1, ~2,. . . , a,, PIA,,, on the right, and we can drop at zero cost the [al, 4,. , . , 
u,,p]~,,, from between the [I,q,u2,. . . ,u,,p]~,, on the left and the p on the right. 
All of these definitions allow for the following zero cost transformations: 
We need to address the special case where A,j = E. Let f2(& d) = 0. This definition 
along with the previous definition of ft(c, 2) = 0 allows il to be inserted 
at zero cost between a character in CTU{@} and a character in Z&{$}. Let ft(& p) = 0. 
This definition along with the previous definition of f2(p, d) = 0 allows p to be inserted 
at zero cost between A and a character in Cr U {$}. For Ai,j =E, let ft(n, [n,p]A,,,)= 
f2( [A, PIA,,,, p) = 0. These definitions allow [A, p]Ai, to be inserted at zero cost between 
A and p. The supercharacter [n,p]A,,, represents Ai,j = E. Now, let .Z be the union of 
all the characters, intermediate characters and supercharacters used thus far and [Ai,j] 
be the supercharacter epresenting I,Ai,i and p. 
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Lemma 1. The UMED between GUAi,j W$ and UUk[Ai,j]pW$ is zero. 
Proof. The UMED from Q. UA,j W$ to c UJ[Ai,j]p W$ is zero for 0 <na < I from the def- 
initions for fi, g, and [Ai,]] and for m > 2 from a straightfonvard induction. The UMED 
from eU2[Ai,j]pW$ to GUA,j W$ is zero from the fact that fi = f! and 
g=g’. 0 
Now, let s(‘Ai,j],[A2,j])=O. This definition allows [Al,,] to be replaced at zero cost 
by [Az,jl. 
Lemma 2. For c[ and j3 similar in T, the UMED between GC($ and $j3$ is zero. 
Proof. For some U,K,~,WECF, we have a==UFW, fi=UV,W, and (V,,L$)EP or 
(6, yi ) E P. By Lemma 1, the UMED between @U& W$ and GLJ~,[ fi]p W$ is zero. 
By the definition for S, the UMED between $UL[&]pW$ and $U,I[&]pW$ is zero. 
By Lemma 1, the UMED between Q: UL[V,]p W$ and c UV, W$ is zero. Therefore, the 
UMED between $a$ and c/3$ is zero. 0 
Theorem 1. For CI and p equivalent in T, the UMED between @CI$ and ~f3$ is zero. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2 and a straightforward induction, q 
Now let all undefined values of fi,g and s be positive. X, Y E C* are edit-equivalent 
X --e Y if Y can be obtained from X via zero cost insertions and deletions (no substi- 
tutions). 
Lemma 3. --e is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. X =,X from the definition of --e. If X se Y, then Y =,X from the fact that 
fi= f/ and g=g’. If X se Y and Y --e Z, then X + Z from the definition of --e. 
Therefore, --e is an equivalence relation. 0 
Let X be elementary if X E (Cr U {c, $})* and let the components of x E C be the 
string in (Cr U {@, $, A,p})* that x represents. When y immediately follows x in X, let 
a prefix of the components of y and a suffix of the components of x that are identical 
be called an overiap of x and y. Now, let a proper overlap of x and y be an overlap 
of x and y that is not equal to both the components of x and the components of y. Let 
3(X) be the concatenation of the components of the characters in X, with the following 
exceptions. When y immediately follows x in X, the maximum proper overlap of x and 
y are excluded from the components of y, and for all x in X, A and p are excluded 
from the components of x. For 
X = cJWAal,a2,-. . ,a,-ll~,,,[;1,al,az,--. ,GJA,, 
[al,a2,. . . , a,, PIA,,, b2, a3,. , am, PIA,,,P W$, 
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k1u2 ...u,_~ is the overlap of [&ar,a~,.. .,a,_i]~,,, and [;l,ui,u2 ,..., U~]A ,,,, 
uiu2...u, is the overlap of [Il,ui,uz ,..., a&,,, and [u1,u2 ,..., u,,p]~,,, and ~2~3 ... 
u,p is the overlap of [ui,u2,. . . ,u~,~]A,,, and [u2,u3,. . . ,u,,P]A,,,. Therefore, E(X) = 
QUAi,j W$. 
Lemma 4. In each equivalence class there is at most one elementary string. 
Proof. Since g( 1) = 0 and g(k) > 0 for k > 2, the only zero cost insertions and deletions 
are single character insertions and deletions. A character y can be inserted or deleted 
between x and z at zero cost if and only if fi(x, y) = f2( y,z) = 0. For each y, Figs. l-4 
give the corresponding x and z values such that fi(x, y) = f2( y,z) = 0. In Figs. l-4, all 
possible characters y are grouped into 24 cases. Consider the case of the intermediate 
character [al, a&,,, . For m 3 3, this intermediate character can be inserted to the right 
of the character ai or the intermediate character [A, ui,u&,, and to the left of the 
character u2 or the intermediate character [al, u~,u~]A,,, resulting in four subcases. 
For all combinations of x, y and z in Figs. 1-4, E(xyz) = E(xz). Therefore, if X + Y, 
then E(X) = B(Y). Therefore, in each equivalence class there is at most one elementary 
string. 0 
Theorem 2. If the UMED between ~a$ and U/B is zero, tl and /? are equivalent in T. 
Proof. The minimum cost edit sequence that changes @a$ into u/3% consists of zero 
cost edit operations. The only zero cost operation which can change X to Y so that 
X and Y are not in the same equivalence class is replacing [Al,j] (or [Az,j]) with 
[Az,j] (or respectively [Al,j]). Without loss of generality, we consider the case where 
[Al,j] is replaced by [Az,j]. If [Al,j] and [Az,j] are preceded by 2 and followed by 
p in X and Y, there is an elementary string in both equivalence classes. Otherwise, 
[~,~1,~2,...,~,,PlA,,, is replaced by [Az,j] before [2,ui,u2 ,..., a& ,,,, [&ur,u2 ,..., 
U~-~]A,,,,[~~,U~,...,U,,P]AI,, or [a29a39...9%P]A~,, are deleted. These characters can- 
not be involved in any zero cost edit operations with any characters before il or after 
p until the replacement of [Al,J with [Az,~] has been reversed. 
Therefore, every replacement of [Al,j] (or [Az,j]) with [Az,j] (or respectively [AI,~]) 
gives a transition in the Thue system, and a and p are equivalent in T. 17 
By Theorems 1 and 2, CI and p are equivalent in T, if and only if the UMED 
between aaS and cfi$ is zero. 
4. Open problem 
A necessary part of the above reduction is the presence of zero values for h, fi’, g, g’ 
and s(x, y), where x # y. Therefore, the UMED does not satisfy the axioms of a metric. 
However, the UMED must satisfy the axioms of a metric in order to be useful in the 
construction of an evolutionary tree by the method of Fitch and Margoliash [2]. The 
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Fig. 4. 
UMED without zero values for J;:,f;.‘,g,g’ and s(x, y), where x # y, is decidable, but 
its complexity remains open. 
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